Experion HS
Product Information Note

Experion HS is a powerful software platform that incorporates innovative applications for human machine interface applications (HMI) and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA). Built upon the proven technologies of the Experion platform, Experion HS is an integrated and reliable solution for any-size unit operations.

Experion HS delivers the power of Experion for any operation through proven HMI and tools to monitor and control the plant environment in real-time for faster responses, safer operations, and a more productive process. Experion HS addresses the complex needs of modern industrial environments: integrating a wide range of DCS, RTUs and PLCs; incorporating geographically dispersed applications; and ensuring security and regulatory compliance. Powerful and intuitive, it helps plant managers, plant maintenance engineers, process engineers and operators get the most from their operation.

Easy to configure, simple to expand, stable and secure, Experion HS is used by any-size plants in a wide range of industries, delivering information where it is needed to boost operator effectiveness, improve management of critical processes and equipment, and promote faster, more accurate engineering and maintenance.

Advanced HMI design for effective operations
The Experion HMI incorporates features developed from extensive consideration of human factors by the Abnormal Situation Management consortium. Operator’s situational awareness is optimized, fatigue minimized and quick identification and response to abnormal situations promoted.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Equipment template feature help reduce upfront configuration design by up to 80% and easy addition of new instances
- Experion HMI and advanced Alarm management features, improved operator effectiveness and better abnormal situation handling
- Universal scan engine ensuring improved data availability and data integrity
- Integrated Gas and Liquid Operations Suite for Pipelines
- Proven Windows and Experion-based user security and change management for improved security and regulatory compliance; 21CFR Part11
- Simple, lean, and secure integration with ControlEdge PLC and RTU; faster uptime and reduced maintenance costs
- Offers secure communication interfaces of OPC UA and MQTT; reduces cyber risks
- Onboard history with built-in reporting and trending features
- Various data mobility options ensuring secure data access and notifications on the go!
- Data exchange options such as excel data, ODBC and, OPC for reduced integration and seamless data aggregation
- Native EFM interface for custody transfer logs transfer
- Supports major protocols for improved investment protection—Modbus, DNP3, IEC 60870, IEC 61850, OPC DA, HDA, A&E and more
- Available in runtime, regular software options with touch enabled user interface; single solution for all your SCADA needs
Effective management of alarms, particularly in alarm flood situations, is a key aspect of operator/pipeline controller effectiveness and the basis of alarm management standards and recommended practices such as EEMUA Publication 191, ISA-18.2 and API RP 1167.

Experion alarm management is the state of the art in optimal alarm workflow with a complete built in and customizable alarm management user interface with rich features to filter, sort, and add comments to alarms.

**Alarm Tracker** is the next generation alarm interface - a step change improvement from the tabular alarm summary leveraging the innate benefits of our ability to process patterns. Alarm Tracker dramatically reduces the time needed to diagnose and resolve process upsets.

**Dynamic Alarm Suppression** provides a very easy to implement method of suppressing alarms based on preconfigured rules.

**Alarm Shelving** enables operators to immediately temporarily remove problem alarms from their view, so they don’t impact other critical activities they are performing.

**Alarm Help** functionality provides quick access to information on the cause of the alarm, the alarm impact potential, and the recommended actions to address the alarm.

**Alarm Configuration Manager** (ACM) is a Honeywell product that is separate but complementary to Experion. The key feature of ACM is its capacity to act as the master alarm database by “holding” designed alarm settings along with their documentation such as the causes, consequences, and operator actions.

The **Experion System Status display** provides operators with one place to review the health and status of all system components and unlike some SCADA systems, at the same time keeps this separate from the Alarm Summary.

![Experion System Status display](image)

**Trend with Events** – help quickly see what events might have influenced the state of the operation

Experion HMI trend capabilities include integrated events, zoom box, up to 32 parameters in a single trend, auto-scaling and drag and drop configuration. **Trend with Events** is a powerful view for diagnosing process upsets. Events are represented by icons that are displayed along with process data with a fully synchronized event window. If an upset occurs in the process data, the user can visualize any events or actions that occurred at the same time.

**In-built operator access security for higher reliability**

Experion offers the choice of setting the access level at either the Station or the user, based on their account. With Station based security, the access level is set for the Station and applies to all users. This is ideal for locations occupied 24/7 such as a control room. User based security requires logging in with an account and allows changes to be tracked based on the user. This includes the use of Users and Groups from the Microsoft Operating System.

Aligning with physical assets, the hierarchical Asset Model is Experion’s organizational structure. Components like points belong to a particular asset. Users and Stations are then assigned access rights, (read only, read/write etc.), to one or more assets.

Experion offers **In-built Advanced Alarm Management features**, no need to buy a separate package

- **Designed as per the recommendations of EEMUA Publication 191, ISA-18.2 and API RP 1167**
- **Seamless integration with Honeywell Alarm Configuration Manager (ACM)**
- **User Defined Scanned Parameter feature** allows mapping of complex PLC data structures into a single SCADA point, so one Experion SCADA point can cover more than one I/O tag
ASM compliant graphics and advanced alarm management features for improved operator effectiveness

Connect to multiple PLCs/RTUs without needing any additional software license

No practical limit on number of graphic displays per Panel HS

Up to 90% reduction in PLC integration time and efforts when using Experion HS and ControlEdge PLC/RTU

Supports a wide range of SCADA interfaces enabling standardized data exchange with various controllers—Modbus (TCP/Serial), Universal Modbus, OPC UA, DNP3, IEC 60870, IEC 61850 (for smart IEDs/Relays) and more

Built-in Security for protection against Cyber Security risks

Rich function libraries, HMI Web Solution pack for rapid custom display configuration

One of the most enriched SCADA for reporting and trending

Secure and flexible data mobility options and remote operations solution

These technologies include SQL access via an ODBC driver, Microsoft Excel Data Exchange, Visual Basic scripting, OPC DA, HDA and A&E Client interfaces, OPC Data Display Client and OPC DA, HDA and A&E servers for read/write access to the database.

Easy to use HMI tools

Experion HS offers an intuitive Configuration environment, Configuration Studio that hosts all the Experion configuration tools in a single ordered location. Configuration Studio exposes configuration activities as tasks rather than tools to the user. E.g., ‘Build SCADA Points’, ‘Configure Equipment Templates’. Changes to configuration can be made while the Experion system is on-line. All configuration data is stored on the Experion SCADA server and takes advantage of its redundancy capabilities to provide increased robustness.

Fast, Lean and Secure Integration with ControlEdge

Experion HS takes the controller integration paradigm to the next level with Honeywell’s ControlEdge PLC and RTU Integration over OPC UA and DNP3 interfaces respectively. This integration is fast and lean as the PLC/RTU configuration tool can be directly launched from the Experion HS engineering environment and the engineered PLC variables are automatically configured in the Experion point database. This improves configuration efficiency and simplifies PLC data integration into Experion.

The built-in firewall and secure boot features of the ControlEdge PLC/RTU and ISA99 compliant secure communication model between ControlEdge PLC and Experion HS significantly reduces cyber security risks.

Open architecture and seamless connectivity

The Experion SCADA engine uses various polling techniques depending on communication protocols supported by respective controllers. Multiple SCADA interfaces are natively supported in Experion including Modbus (TCP/Serial), Universal Modbus, OPC UA, DNP3, IEC 60870, IEC 61850 (for smart IEDs/Relays) and more.

The polled IO points from these various controllers are treated uniformly in structured points by the Experion SCADA engine for display, alarming, events historization and reporting. This is irrespective of the controller make, type or the communication protocols being used while polling, which makes Experion HS a perfect choice for multi-vendor sub-systems.

Included in Configuration Studio is the HMIWeb Display Builder. This is the object-oriented tool for building and maintaining Experion user displays. It includes an object browser to easily navigate and make changes, a property window to enter and view parameters and a structured list of shapes. Shapes can be dragged and dropped to quickly engineer new displays and modify existing ones.

Honeywell’s HMI Web Solution Packs are the foundation of Honeywell’s Human-Machine Interface solution. They are focused on the principles of safe and effective operations and adhere to the guidelines and methodologies for effective HMI design as described by the Abnormal Situation Management (ASM) Consortium. It provides an engineering framework for the creation of a complete Experion operation Human Machine Interface solution.
A combination of ControlEdge PLC/RTU, Experion PPC and Experion HS SCADA system provides:

- A consistent plant-wide data flow and exchange for improved operator emergency response and workflow
- Common HMI tools extended to Experion PPC for lower training and maintenance overheads and therefore improved TCO
- Improved lifecycle support by providing ease of system maintenance and change management.

**Composite Device Points**

When important information Experion HS supports composite data structure, where several field values are available in just one SCADA point. So multiple I/O tags are stored and consumed in one SCADA point. For example, for an analogue control loop, the process variable, the setpoint, the output, the mode and all related alarms and other parameters are components of a single SCADA point. There is also the capability to have an unlimited number of user defined parameters. These could be used to store calculations for this point or hold related equipment information like maintenance details.

**Data mobility for improved workflows and maintenance**

When important information needs to reach people outside the control room or site, the Experion Alarm Pager uses paging, SMS, e-mail, or SNMP traps to escalate operational and system alarms. Alarms can be forwarded to one or multiple recipients and can be further escalated to another recipient if an alarm remains unacknowledged. The forwarded information can be custom designed to include values such as time, date, point ID, alarm, priority, description, and value.

**Experion® eServer** provides remote and mobile personnel with secure access to key Experion process graphics. Using real-time data, operations teams including management, engineering and field operators can make faster decisions and drive better business outcomes. Experion eServer enables remote users to access the vast amount of information stored on Experion HS in a secure and reliable fashion.

**Experion® Augmented Remote Operations Solution** (ARO) allows you to maintain full production with minimal on-site staff by augmenting your local control system with remote operations capabilities. Utilize available resources from any location to maintain operations and business continuity through a range of challenging scenarios. ARO allows you to maintain production during periods of on-site staff shortages, run process operations from any facility, and enable multi-site operations with quick deployment where no HMI re-engineering or client installation is required.

**Experion HS Virtualization Solutions** lead the industry with a turnkey approach to bringing major benefits of virtualization to SCADA users for new projects and existing installations alike. For new projects, new paradigms are enabled for greater project flexibility and for existing systems.

**Enhanced reporting and Scripting**

Experion HS SCADA provides many built-in reporting functions to help document or analyze process and system data and events. Reporting can be customized further with Microsoft Excel Data Exchange. Standard report descriptions include:

- **Alarm/Event Report** – Reports all alarms and events in a specified period. By using filters, this report provides operators or engineers with a point trace facility.
- **Alarm Duration Report** – Reports the time of occurrence and elapsed time before return-to-normal for specific alarms in a specified period.
- **Integrated Excel Report** – Provides the ability to launch a report built with Microsoft Excel.
- **Free Format Report Writer** – Generates reports in flexible formats, which may include mathematical and statistical functions such as maximum / minimum and standard deviation.
• ASM compliant graphics and advanced alarm management features for improved operator effectiveness

• Connect to multiple PLCs/RTUs without needing any additional software license

• No practical limit on number of graphic displays per Panel HS

• Up to 90% reduction in PLC integration time and efforts when using Experion HS and ControlEdge PLC/RTU

• Supports a wide range of SCADA interfaces enabling standardized data exchange with various controllers—Modbus (TCP/Serial), Universal Modbus, OPC UA, DNP3, IEC 60870, IEC 61850 (for smart IEDs/Relays) and more

• Built-in Security for protection against Cyber Security risks

• Rich function libraries, HMI Web Solution pack for rapid custom display configuration

• One of the most enriched SCADA for reporting and trending

• Secure and flexible data mobility options and remote operations solution

Point Attribute Report – Reports on points displaying specific attributes, such as off-scan, bad data and alarm inhibit.

Point Cross-Reference – Determines database references for specified points to enable easier system maintenance when points are decommissioned or renamed.

Batch Reporting – Enables integrated reporting of batches or lots of a production process run (typically thermal in nature) to be compiled and archived automatically. This feature enables batch history for a set of points (up to 50) and events to be output either as a CSV file or directly into Microsoft Excel. Static batch data can also be added to the report such as batch number, customer name, lot size and so on.

Multiple reports may be active, each event-activated. Reports can be generated periodically or on an event-driven or on-demand basis and can be configured online. Report output can be directed to a screen, a printer, a file or directly to another computer for analysis or electronic viewing.

The Experion Report utility allows users to create report definition files that specify the report data as well as layout. This is achieved through a new Experion Report Builder display that allows users to build and modify the report definition files for Experion Reports in a simple and flexible way.

The Experion HS platform makes extensive use of the VBScript Scripting language throughout the supervisory system. Users can create a script that will run when a display is active or scripts can also be attached to server objects like point parameters, alarm events, report completion and other events.

Display Scripting – Users can extend the functionality of graphic displays by writing event-based scripts for display objects. Scripts are typically used to create animation that is not possible with standard functions.

Server Scripting – The server scripting support allows the behavior of the server and its runtime objects to be extended. Examples of server objects are:

• Server
• Points and parameters
• Reports
• Areas
• Tasks

Equipment Template

Experion Equipment templates radically simplify asset’s initial configuration and future expansion costs by enabling configuration by equipment rather than by SCADA points.

Therefore, instead of building and maintaining hundreds of points and displays, you build a wellhead, a pipeline compressor or a pump set by defining just the few unique fields for that instance of that equipment type. By having libraries of equipment templates that can be imported and exported, organizations can standardize on best practice even across multiple sites.

The Equipment Display within the Experion HMI is automatically generated based on equipment configured and is driven by the information contained in the Equipment templates, thereby enabling superior operations. Features of the Equipment Display include:

• Tabular displays of similar equipment showing the key parameters for each
• Selectable filtering to provide task-based views. For example, show me the wells that are underperforming. Or, show me all my compressors...
• Filter by Assets in addition to task.
• Spanning all Equipment in the Operator’s scope of responsibility across all DSA servers.
• Drilling through to individual Equipment for closer monitoring or control with:
  o Tabular style presentation of parameters.
  o Custom HMIWeb displays.
  o Links to configured trend sets
  o Links to related Equipment and applications
  o A banner listing KPIs and the alarm status of the Equipment aggregated from individual alarms.
• New Equipment automatically appears with no further configuration

**New ENTIS** — uses Equipment Template for Tank Farm environment. It allows users to reduce costs, increase efficiency and improve profits. ENTIS is built on the proven Experion HS® Platform. Powerful, modular, and easy to use, ENTIS is suitable for all kinds of distribution and bulk terminals. It provides industry-leading accuracy, flexible options and advanced security features.

**Oil & Gas Metering SCADA**
Experion HS provides a single polling engine to collect Electronic Flow Meter (EFM) custody transfer logs alongside regular process data. This includes historical data log collection and export to gas management systems like Flow-Cal.

**Optimizing Control and Monitoring of Metering Installations**
Honeywell’s Metering Automation System (MAS) provides a total solution for gas and liquid metering, including stations from a single stream up to 50+ streams. MAS includes everything you need in one package. From process visualization to performance monitoring, validation support and reporting & billing. The Metering Automation System is powered by Experion HS. The system allows you to perform:

- Flexible configurations for any size installation
- Automatic stream switching.
- Flow control management
- Validate your system (Z-proving)
- Reporting and billing
- Hand-off information to commercial systems

**Manage all your metering equipment optimally**
Measurement IQ (MIQ) Optimize provides a single enterprise-wide view of the performance from your gas measurement equipment at all individual station’s.
Built-in security covering Experion user-based security with configurable access and security levels for operators, supervisors, and other personnel.

For secure electronic record keeping for Pharma/F&B industry, Experion HS has built-in security mechanisms like electronic signature for every change, time-out period and signature requirements for revert functions, change authorization and more.

Experion HS delivers a unique electrical automation solution providing the power and electrical management information directly to the operator, and the power control information directly to the process controllers.

It connects remotely to all distributed assets to get deeper insights to drive up measurement accuracy across the organization and delivers clear and actionable recommendations in case of issues. MIQ Optimize is powered by Experion-HS and expands the proven capabilities of Measurement IQ.

Gas and Liquid Pipeline Operations
Experion HS enables cost effective; easy to configure; easy to maintain gas and liquid operations applications such as pipeline linepack and leak detection hosted within Experion in compliance with API 21.1 and 21.2 standards for gas and liquid respectively.

The Experion Gas and Liquid Operations Suite provides the following features for the industry:
- Server based flow compensation calculations
- Flow and Gas/Liquid Quality calculations
- Linepack
- A basic leak detection solution
- Pipeline Compressor Maps

These applications are hosted as part of the Experion server. Experion Equipment templates are used as the building blocks of the applications. As the pipeline is being defined using the pipeline, route, segment and node Equipment templates, so are the applications being configured and aspects like Linepack being calculated.

This also means the applications are visualized using the Equipment display and relationships can be configured between equipment. For example, when at the pipeline compressor, you want to see the Compressor Map.

Pharma and Food & Beverage
Experion HS based solutions help regulated industry manufacturers maintain auditability and transparency, optimize production, and increase profitability while focusing on quality, flexibility and repeatability.

Honeywell’s Experion led solutions support compliance with 21 CFR Part 11/EU Annex 11 and current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMPs). The solution can be used across the plant including clean utilities, Clean In Place, Water and other packaged systems such as boiler, heat exchange, HVAC and more.

Designed for 21CFR Part11, Experion HS supports a dual electronic signature, that helps make FDA electronic records compliance a Plug and Play operation. Secure Audit Trails track operator control changes automatically, track and log operator actions into a secure database, and Experion features such as operator security, access, single sign-on etc ensure that only authorized person access the system.

Combined with Honeywell’s ControlEdge HC900 controller that supports version control and history backfill feature, Experion HS offers a solution with complete data integrity, ultimate data/ trending availability and compliance for regulated industry applications.

Electrical SCADA
Electrical power management equipment in substations and motor control centers (MCC) have for a long time been connected to process control systems. These systems have an inherent role to power and protect process equipment such as process controllers require status information for interlocking strategies and are
involved in load shedding applications or track energy use in industrial plants with significant operating costs.

Experion HS, in combination with IEC 61850 substations, becomes a single process and power automation solution. Whether you prefer separate operator consoles for power and process or a single console managing both, Experion delivers One System, One Platform Approach for ultimate lifecycle benefits.

The solution led by Experion HS and inbuilt IEC 61850 Edition 2 support can be used in various power management applications, including:

- Electrical Control System
- Electrical Load Shedding Systems
- Electrical Power Management System (PMS)
- Substation Automation Systems
- Medium Voltage Automation Systems

There are numerous opportunities to improve power usage, reliability and quality by having access to real time data from power management devices.

**Water and Wastewater**

Because water and wastewater infrastructure systems are fundamental to the health and well-being of the entire world’s population, their security, integrity and resilience are crucial. However, maintaining and protecting them involves attention to a wide variety of significant challenges.

A solution like Experion HS SCADA offers hundreds of pre-built graphs and task-based filters to customize the presentation of data to control room operators. The software’s HMI displays real-time and historical process trends such as overflow counts, pumping metrics and dissolved oxygen numbers. The solution is applicable across the water and wastewater value chain including pumping and lifting stations, storage tanks, valve vaults, water treatment and desalination facilities.

The two-way communication between the meters and Experion HS allows integration with SCADA systems to detect and report water usage or tampering. By analyzing flow data combined with water pressure metrics, Experion liquid operations suite applications such as pipeline linepack and leak detection can report a leak in progress before it becomes serious, using a variety of available transmission methods, including Wi-Fi and other wireless options.

**Water Operations Suite** – Linepack volume, Line balance & calculations

The cyber security protection must be centralized at the enterprise level, encompassing all components of the system end-to-end, no matter how widely distributed or complex. Water utilities should work with a partner like Honeywell for industrial cyber security, with expertise in operational technology (OT), and offering enterprise-wide deployments with Experion at core.

**Infrastructure**

Experion HS with a variety of Honeywell controllers such as ControlEdge PLC, RTU, HC900, Safety Manager SC, MasterLogic and Panel HMI can be used across various infrastructure applications. Some examples are:

- Tunnel automation (HVAC, control packages)
- Metro rail with SIL PLCs
- Commercial complexes, stadium
- Correction facilities
- Datacenter
- Airport automation and Traffic Light control
- New Energy/ Battery Energy storage systems

The offered Experion SCADA solution provides the necessary interfaces for data collection, monitoring and control where Honeywell’s proven controller and Panel HMI portfolio ensures data integrity, smoother operations, and optimized maintenance costs. Easy to use HMI, tools with advanced trending and alarming enhances the operators’ ability to handle the process more efficiently.
Experion HS Support and Services

From installation and start up to system maturity and future expansion, Honeywell TotalCare remote and on-site support services ensure you get maximum return from your automation system investment. The TotalCare Service program features specially designed service package options in addition to Honeywell’s standard support commitment under the Scalable Control Solutions portfolio. Available on an annual subscription basis, TotalCare Lite and Enhanced service packages encompass system updates, upgrades, corrective and preventive maintenance, support requests and more. Factory-trained remote service engineers provide technical support and rapid responses to queries regarding procedures, documentation, operation, service, training, and system enhancements. In addition, TotalCare remote services include a review of operational procedures, software analysis and diagnostic evaluations when required.
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